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Abstract. Let dn denote an n X n square array of lattice points in the plane. Let f(n) denote
the least number of points that can be selected from cln such that every point of cln is visi-
ble from at least one of the points selected. It is proved that, for n sufficiently large,
log n
----''----- < f<n) < 410g n.
210g log n
Let cl n = {(x. y): x, y integers, 0::; x, y < n-l }. d n is thus an
n X n square array of lattice points in the plane. If p. QE cl n' we shall
say that P is visible from Q if P =Q or if there is no lattice point of cl n
on the line segment joining P and Q. We remark that if P = (a, b) and
Q = (c, d) are distinct points of cl n' then P is visible from Q if and only
if the numbers a-c and b-d are relatively prime. Let en. and crtl be sub-
sets of cl n . We shall say that em. is visible from en if each point of91{ is
visible from some point of crt.. We now define a function f as follows:
fen) =min {I en I: en ~ cl n' cln is visible from en. }.
fen) is thus the least number of points that can be selected from cl n
such that every point in cl n is visible from at least one of the points
selected. The object of this paper is to study the behaviour of fen).
It is clear that f( I) = f(2) = f(3) = I and simple experimentation re-
veals thatf(4) =[(5) =2. This is illustrated in Fig. I. On can readily
determine fen) for the next few values of n. However, the determina-
tion of fen) for large values of n does not seem to be an easy problem.
Our main result is the following:
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WC have nkjt been able to exhibit explicitly a subset 31 of 3,, from 
which ~5,~ is visible and which satisfies I’% I = O(log II). The best result 
that we have been able to prove by Constructive methods is the foilow- 
ing: 
Roof. Let (s. _I’) E 6,. If 0 < J’ < k, then clearly LX, _I*) is visible fram 
10.,r. I )E: %A. Ir’J = 0, (.u. t’) is visible from (0, 1 ). Thus we may sup- 
pose I’ > k. If .Y = 0. tl WI l.r, _I*) ifi Csibic from { 1, 0) and ifs = 1, {x. 11) 
is viabi~ from (0.0). Thus WC need only consider s > 1 and 1’ > k. Ac- 
cording to a result of Erdos [ 11, ifs > 1 is any po.;itive integer and if 
g(.~) denotes the least integer such that among any gt..r) consecutive in- 
tegers thcrt! is at least one relatively prime to .Y? then g(x) < r*(iog .ry 
for some absoiut,: constants c’ and p. Thus, among the numbers 
.F’, I: --. I , .., _I* k + 1 there is a number. say _V .. I, which is relatively prime 
to s . This i5 so lrrcause k = [(lag II)* ] > dlog A-)@ if tr is chosen ap- 
propristcly. Tf;~s means that (.a-. _V 1 is visible from (0, I). This proves 
Jlleorem 2. 
T?PZ result of Erdtis used in the proof of Theorem 2 makes use’ of sieve 
arguments. We have not been able to find 3 proof of Theorem 2 which 
avoids such arguments. 
Thtb following result is not directly related to the question raised in 
the intrtpductory paragraph. However, it may be of some interest, so 
WC include it here. 
Proof. WC remark that without the condition “no three collinear” the 
result is trivizl since one could take the points (31, 91, II = 1. 2, . . . . for 
cxzmpie. \J’e assume in what follows that all points have non negative 
coordina ti”;. 
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